“Africa’s emerging natural jewel “offering ample investment opportunities. Befittingly a 21st century modern City, with cutting edge technology for ease of internet access and communication technologies. Windhoek a City geographically located in the heart of Namibia, the administrative seat, commercial hub and engine of Namibia’s economy.

The City has modern road, rail and airport infrastructure and thus easily accessible on land via well maintained road and rail network and air, as well as by sea via its harbour port towns. Windhoek is literally Southern Africa’s gate way to the SADC community, thus investors and tourists alike have direct access to the rest of the region via Windhoek. Complementing the City is its residents, endowed with African and European heritage and thus a multicultural populace of harmonious, friendly and peace loving people who live in unity and tranquillity, in a hospitable atmosphere. A trip to Windhoek is thus a journey worth taking.
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